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Multi-path  
Route Visualization

The network infrastructure we rely on every day is constantly 
changing. If your traffic flows over the WAN or through the Internet 
then identifying the route your data takes is impossible without active 
testing. AppNeta combines active, multi-protocol route detection with 
a BGP data collection service to identify all Layer 3 hops between users 
and applications. This data is then correlated with the AS networks 
they belong to in order to observe how routes change over time. With 
network paths changing constantly, it’s crucial to understand where 
your data is flowing and the impact of both high-level and hop-by-hop 
network changes on the end-user.
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See Every Route Your Traffic Takes

Because traffic is flowing over multiple networks between the source, your user, and the destination it’s crucial to understand 
when those networks change or meaningfully impact the end-user performance. Even before problems exist, how do you 
know all of the paths that your data is taking? If an issue does arise, do you know where to look for a solution? AppNeta’s Multi-
path Route Visualization can show you how this changes over time to help you identify common bottlenecks and correlate 
performance issues to specific locations, applications, or routes.

✓✓ STOP OPENING MULTIPLE TABS - Cross-correlate multiple paths at once across locations and applications. 
Scrub through the timeline to see the routes change over time.

✓✓ IDENTIFY NETWORK BOTTLENECKS - Isolate common infrastructure that your locations rely on and  
identify device ownership so that you know who to call if performance drops.

✓✓ SEE WHO OWNS EVERY HOP - Through public BGP data sources AppNeta identifies infrastructure  
ownership across your network delivery paths to help you understand macro-level network exchanges  
that your traffic encounters.

✓✓ ISOLATE PROTOCOL-SPECIFIC ISSUES - AppNeta uses ICMP, TCP, and UDP traceroutes to monitor all  
active paths over time giving you a unique view of routing that is specific to data or voice traffic.

✓✓ INTUITIVE SEARCH - Filter based on attributes or free form to find just the networks and applications  
relevant to your investigation.

✓✓ CATCH PEERING CHANGES IN REAL-TIME - Know when the critical path of app delivery changes  
by monitoring network-level changes that affect performance.
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WHITEPAPER

Network performance monitoring solutions run the gamut, from single-purpose tools that simply  
confirm whether infrastructure is running, to comprehensive platforms that account for all dimensions  
of the network.

With enterprise networks migrating to the cloud, arming IT with a 
complete picture they can take action on is essential. While teams used 
to own and control most areas of their network, the move into network 
environments supported by the cloud and the decentralization of the 
enterprise, in general, makes visibility a tall order — that is, without a 
comprehensive monitoring solution.

When it comes to delivering comprehensive network performance 
monitoring, no competitor can match the breadth and sheer 
amount of detail that AppNeta delivers. Our platform combines four 
dimensions of monitoring data—network paths, packets, web/URLs 
and flow—that give centralized IT a local perspective into end-user 
experience, regardless of where IT resides. All of this is done without 
impacting network capacity, and with the ability to scale from 10 to 
10,000 endpoints as customers grow.

Every dimension of monitoring from AppNeta includes intelligence 
layered on with either active or passive techniques to ensure the most 
comprehensive visibility into real network conditions is delivered. 
Sound too good to be true? Here’s how it’s done.

FOUR DIMENSIONS OF NETWORK MONITORING 
Why “Good Enough” Doesn’t Cut It  
with Performance Monitoring
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Choose Your View

AppNeta provides multiple views into path data with real time performance statistics and customizable data columns.  
This allows the creation of regional filters for your offices to one or many applications to help you understand if an event 
is local to a single office or more widespread. You can quickly filter to the common hop/network on the path where the 
bottleneck occurred.

HOP VIEW 
When you need to see granular detail of every Layer 3 hop along a network delivery path, this is the view for you. Hovering 
or clicking on a hop reveals the domain name, IP, netmask, network owner, ASN, number of traceroutes, percentage of times 
that hop was observed, and the average round-trip time (RTT) in milliseconds (ms). 

• Find common hops and infrastructure to locations and applications that are having issues and visually  
correlate bottlenecks.

• See multiple routes based on time range selected to expose when the route of an app is changing more frequently 
than others and what paths are most likely.

• View ICMP, TCP, and UDP-based routes for troubleshooting specific protocols.

NETWORK VIEW 
For a macro-level view, select the Network View to show the high-level ISP, exchange, and private networks for data transit. 
Networks can be expanded or collapsed to help you focus on specific portions of larger, more complex delivery paths. This 
view shares the same data set, but displays it for users to see a high-level view of the networks involved in a path and how 
they change over time.

• Quickly determine network ownership with public BGP AS information.

• Simplify complex network diagrams into the logical networks involved by expanding only specific networks of interest.

• Identify upstream peering relationships that your traffic depends on. 

AppNeta’s multi-path route visualization makes it easier than ever to understand the complex delivery networks that you  
rely on. Combined with key performance indicators and granular route data, it’s easier than ever to isolate application and 
network anomalies. 

ABOUT APPNETA 
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud application 
performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations in the world, as 
well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com

1.800.508.5233  |  SALES@APPNETA.COM  |  APPNETA.COM

To learn about our unique, lightweight approach to monitoring 
network traffic from all sides, download our whitepaper,  
Four Dimensions of Network Performance Monitoring.
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